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Abstract

Misconfiguration and malicious manipulation of BGP AS_Path may lead to route hijack. This document proposes to enhance the BGP Inbound/Outbound route processing in the case of detecting an AS loop. Two options are proposed for the enhancement, a) a local check at the device; b) data collection/analysis at the remote network controller/server. Both approaches are beneficial for route hijack detection.

Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

Status of This Memo

This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current Internet-Drafts is at https://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

This Internet-Draft will expire on May 7, 2020.
1. Introduction

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [RFC4271], as an inter-Autonomous (AS) routing protocol, is used to exchange network reachability information between BGP systems. As a distance-vector based protocol, special mechanism is designed for BGP to avoid routing loop. As stated in Section 9.1.2. of RFC4271:

... 

If the AS_PATH attribute of a BGP route contains an AS loop, the BGP route should be excluded from the Phase 2 decision function. AS loop detection is done by scanning the full AS path (as specified in the AS_PATH attribute), and checking that the autonomous system number of the local system does not appear in the AS path. Operations of a BGP speaker that is configured to
accept routes with its own autonomous system number in the AS path are outside the scope of this document.

Conventionally, upon receiving an BGP Update route with as loop detection, the route is simply discarded. In the case of forged-AS-type BGP hijacks, which can be generated by configuration errors or malicious attacks, the simple discard action can lead to large-scale network connectivity issues.

This document proposes enhancements to BGP inbound and outbound processing when detecting AS loop in order to identify possible BGP hijacks.

2. Terminology

The following terminology is used in this document.

AS: Autonomous System
BGP: Border Gateway Protocol
ROA: Route Origin Authorization
ASPA: Autonomous System Provider Authorization
ISP: Internet Service Provider
BMP: BGP Monitoring Protocol

3. Forged AS_PATH Examples

3.1. AS Loop Detected at Inbound Processing

- Forged Case 1: AS shown in Figure 1, an upstream AS of AS64596 forged a route with the ASN 64596 as the origin ASN in the AS-Path.

- Forged Case 2: AS shown in Figure 1, an upstream AS of AS64596 forged a route with the ASN 64596 as the transit ASN in the AS-Path.
AS Loop Detection enhancement point

```plaintext
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x.y.z.0/24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin AS 64600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AS64595---AS64596---AS64597---AS64598---AS64599----AS64600
Normal Case:
\[ x.y.z.0/24, AS-Path: 64598 64599 64600 \]
Forged Case 1:
\[ x.y.z.0/24, AS-Path: 64598 64597 \]
Forged Case 2:
\[ x.y.z.0/24, AS-Path: 64598 64597 64600 \]
```

Figure 1: BGP Inbound Route Processing

3.2. AS Loop Detected at Outbound Processing

- Forged Case 3: AS shown in Figure 2, an upstream AS of AS64597 forged a route with the ASN 64596 as the origin ASN in the AS-Path.

- Forged Case 4: AS shown in Figure 2, an upstream AS of AS64597 forged a route with the ASN 64596 as the transit ASN in the AS-Path.

```plaintext
AS Loop Detection enhancement point

```plaintext
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x.y.z.0/24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin AS 64600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AS64595---AS64596---AS64597---AS64598---AS64599----AS64600
Normal Case:
\[ \langle-- x.y.z.0/24, AS-Path: 64597 64598 64599 64600 \]
Forged Case 3:
\[ \langle-- x.y.z.0/24, AS-Path: 64597 64598 64596 \]
Forged Case 4:
\[ \langle-- x.y.z.0/24, AS-Path: 64597 64596 64600 \]
```

Figure 2: BGP Outbound Route Processing
4. Enhancement to BGP Inbound/Outbound Processing

4.1. Enhancement for AS Loop Detected at Inbound Process

Currently, ROV [RFC6811] and ASPA verification [I-D.ietf-sidrops-aspa-verification] can be adopted for BGP leak/hijack detection. However, for the forged case 1&2, the conventional BGP inbound process would simply discard the routes with AS loop before any further leak/hijack detection.

This document suggests further analysis of such routes. The analysis may include mechanisms that apply to normal routes for hijack detection, such as ROV, ASPA and so on. The detailed analyzing mechanisms as well as the corresponding actions w.r.t. the analysis are outside the scope of this document.

Two options of where the analysis of the inbound processing enhancement takes place is proposed.

- Option 1: Analyze the routes with AS loop based on local database.
- Option 2: Collect the routes with AS loop with BMP and analyze them at the remote controller/server.

4.2. Enhancement for AS Loop Detected at Outbound Process

Currently, the egress ROV can be adopted for BGP hijack detection. However, for forged case 3&4, when eBGP Split-Horizon is enabled, the routes with AS loop could possibly be discarded before any hijack detection.

This document suggests further analysis of such routes. The analysis may include mechanisms that apply to normal routes for hijack detection, such as egress ROV, ASPA and so on. The detailed analyzing mechanisms as well as the corresponding actions w.r.t. the analysis are outside the scope of this document.

Two options of where the analysis of the outbound processing enhancement takes place is proposed.

- Option 1: Analyze the routes with AS loop based on local database.
- Option 2: Collect the routes with AS loop with BMP and analyze them at the remote controller/server.
5. BMP extension for AS Loop Detection

This document extends the BMP Route Mirroring message to mirror routes with AS loop to the BMP Server.

Per RFC7854, Route Mirroring messages can be used to mirror the messages that have been treated-as-withdraw [RFC7606], for debugging purposes. This document defines a new code type for Type 1 Information TLV:

- Code = TBD: AS Loop Detected. An AS loop is detected for the BGP route. A BGP Message TLV MUST also occur in the TLV list.
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7. IANA Considerations

This document defines one type for information carried in the Route Mirroring Information (Section 4.7 of RFC7854) code:

- Code = TBD: AS Path Looped.

8. Security Considerations

This document does not change the underlying security issues in the BGP protocol. It however, does provide an additional mechanism to protect against attacks based on the forged AS-Path in the BGP routes.

9. Normative References
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